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with the japanese threat to midway, the u.s. needed to know exactly what japans intentions were. as the remaining japanese forces in the pacific returned to their home bases, a thread of cable traffic grew stronger. even though this dispatch was not intercepted until december 7, president roosevelts dec. 2 telegram (and subsequent cable) to japans diplomatic delegation makes it clear that he was aware of the threat of japanese military aggression in the pacific. from the text of the cable, it appears that roosevelt believed
there was a good chance of the attack. the president ordered u.s. navy commanders to repel any japanese forces that attempted to make landings on the pacific atolls of midway, kwajalein, and (with the exception of wake island) atoll of wake. u. navy commander adm. chester nimitz was instructed to defend midway and, once the japanese fleet was destroyed there, to engage the remainder of the japanese naval forces and prepare to follow them. the president also ordered u.s. army and navy troops to protect the
american bases and strategic installations in the pacific, including pearl harbor, and to protect the island of hawaii from further japanese attacks. the president also informed congress and the american people of the danger to the u. pacific fleet and announced that u. military forces would be placed on alert. at 8:45 a.m. (navy time), the japanese attack force of 64 aircraft carriers and battleships and heavy cruisers, escorted by 21 destroyers, departed from japan. it was headed for midway atoll. at 12:41 p., the u.s.

decrypted and translated the japanese message that ended diplomatic negotiations and the hull memorandum of october 26.the message specified the specific time and place of the expected attack (december 7 at 1 p.). admiral isoroku yamamoto, commander of the japanese naval forces in the pacific, was directed to destroy the u. pacific fleet at pearl harbor, midway atoll, and wake island (with the exception of wake).faced with the prospect of losing the central pacific and the philippines, the japanese plan was to keep
the u. pacific fleet bottled up in the pacific. then they would attack hawaii.
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despite midways huge strategic impact, it was not the first naval battle fought in the pacific. the battle of savo island in the solomons in august 1942 led to the naval battle of guadalcanal in which a u.s. force including a marine amphibious unit managed to wrest control of the island from the
japanese. after midway, admiral nimitz ordered his forces to focus on the central pacific. this strategy proved incredibly successful, because the japanese navy, unable to defend its conquests in the south and south-east asia, had to divert its best and most modern warships to midway. this

allowed the u.s. navy to ultimately defeat the japanese in the battle of leyte gulf in the philippines and in the battle of the philippine sea. on the other hand, the strategic victory in the central pacific was a pyrrhic one, because as a result of the defeat, japan was unable to support its forces in the
south pacific. in the end, the battle of midway was the turning point of the pacific war. war in the pacific includes the following new features:• independent company, or ic, units, now add more variety to the game. the new units have specific attributes and abilities which make them more
powerful than the traditional units in the game. units such as the 2nd marines, 32nd infantry, 2nd armored, and 3rd armored can now be mixed to create the perfect force.• improved ai. the ai has been improved to be more aggressive, more intelligent, and better able to react in different

situations.• upgrades. the units now have the ability to upgrade their equipment as the war progresses.• new weapons. some of the new weapons include the japanese 50mm anti-aircraft gun, the hvar, and the japanese machine gun. 5ec8ef588b
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